The fire-control solution is an important element of any modern weapon system, providing precise aiming of the gun to enable highly accurate projectile impact. To be practical, the fire-control solution must be computed rapidly and reliably while simultaneously including all pertinent physical effects that can alter the trajectory and impact point. Current fire-control solutions account for the effect of atmospheric wind in a rudimentary manner, typically assuming a constant crosswind that is estimated in the field or measured at the firing site. With the advent of advanced wind-measurement systems (light detection and ranging, for example), it is now possible to accurately measure threedimensional wind velocities at numerous points approximately along the path of a direct-fire projectile. This article first shows the importance of wind knowledge along the line of fire for accuracy, particularly for long-range direct-fire shots. Then, a method to compute the fire-control solution of a projectile is defined, including the effect of exactly known spatially varying winds. By using a modified form of projectile linear theory that incorporates threedimensional linearly varying atmospheric winds, a closed-form fire-control solution is obtained. Moreover, the solution can be rapidly computed. The key to the algorithm is partitioning the projectile linear-theory state-transition matrix in an input-output form that enables the aiming solution to be computed in terms of a desired impact point and measured atmospheric winds. The application of this algorithm is restricted to flat-fire trajectories where the angle of attack of the projectile remains low throughout because this is the key limitation of the projectile linear theory that must be maintained. The proposed algorithm is exercised on an example fire-control problem for such flat-fire trajectories with excellent results.
Nomenclature

C x0
= projectile aerodynamic body x-axis force coefficient C LDD = projectile roll moment coefficient due to fin cant per fin cant angle C LP , C MQ , C NR = projectile roll, pitch, and yaw damping coefficients C NA = projectile yaw moment coefficient slope with respect to angle of attack C YPA = projectile Magnus force coefficient slope with respect to angle of attack D = characteristic length of the projectile (diameter) F cos , F sin = coefficient for the fast-mode contribution to the solution of state number g = acceleration due to gravity I XX , I YY , I ZZ = moments of inertia of the projectilẽ L,M,Ñ = external moments on a projectile expressed in the projectile body axes m = mass of the projectilẽ p,q,r = components of the angular velocity vector of a projectile expressed in the no-roll reference frame R MCM , R MCP = moment arm from the projectile center of gravity to the center of Magnus and center of pressure, respectively S cos , S sin = coefficient for the slow-mode contribution to the solution of state number s i = nondimensional arc length of the ith range band u,ṽ,w = components of the translational velocity of the mass center of a projectile expressed in the no-roll reference frame. u w ,ṽ w ,w w = components of the aerodynamic velocity of the mass center of a projectile expressed in the no-roll reference frame V = velocity magnitude of the projectilẽ X,Ỹ,Z = external forces on a projectile expressed in the projectile body axes X p , X α , X e = vectors containing the positional, rotational, and epicyclic states X = state vector of the projectile X I , X F = state vector at launch condition and final impact point x, y, z = components of the projectile position in the inertial reference frame x w , y w , z w = components of the atmospheric wind in the x, y, and z directions Γ i = wind excitation vector for the ith arc-length segment ζ F , ζ S = damping of the epicyclic fast and slow modes ρ = local air density σ F , σ S = real part of the epicyclic fast and slow modes Φ i = state-transition matrix for the ith arc-length segment ϕ, θ, ψ = Euler roll, pitch, and yaw angles of the projectile ω F , ω S = imaginary part of the epicyclic fast and slow modes ω n F , ω n S = natural frequency of the epicyclic fast and slow modes 0 = initial condition of state number 0 = derivative of state number with respect to arc length Introduction S EVERAL factors influence the accuracy of direct-fire projectiles, with one of the most important effects being atmospheric winds along the line of fire. Knowing the effect wind has on the flight path of a bullet and using that knowledge to make slight, precise aiming changes can mean the difference between hitting the intended target and missing completely. For long-range direct-fire shots, atmospheric winds are currently estimated through visual clues from the environment such as moving leaves, dust, or even mirage patterns seen in scopes. Detailed descriptions of these methods are found in the Army sniper training field manual [1] . These methods estimate the atmospheric winds at a single point along the projectile flight path, typically at the fire location. The relatively crude estimate of atmospheric wind speed and direction lead to a skewed estimate of the influence of atmospheric winds on the impact point of a fired projectile. This is particularly problematic for long-range shots through environments with complex atmospheric wind fields, including spatially varying wind structures. The advent of devices designed to measure atmospheric wind velocity in much finer detail such as small, rugged, and somewhat affordable laser-based light-detection and ranging systems, allow for detailed measurement and estimation of these winds. Systems such as these are capable of accurately estimating the three-dimensional wind velocity fields at a number of gates or ranges along the trajectory. To make use of this information, fire-control logic given a fire location, a final desired impact location, launch velocity, and spatially varying three-dimensional atmospheric wind velocity data, must compute the gun azimuth and elevation.
There currently exist fire-control methods based on nonlinear six-degree-of-freedom projectile models, relying on iterative numerical algorithms where the launch is simulated and the initial aim is adjusted based on the calculated impact-point error. These are relatively computationally expensive and time-consuming methods (see Bucco [2] ). To improve computational efficiency, a table of fire-control solutions as a function of crosswind can be stored a priori and interpolated as needed. However, with complex measured atmospheric wind structures, it can be difficult to practically implement either of these approaches. For iterative methods, selecting an appropriate gun angle for the first iteration is difficult. Thus, a large and wide grid of various gun angles must be run to choose this starting point, further increasing the computational costs and time required to compute the fire-control solution. Breaux [3] recognized that methods using these six-degree-of-freedom models were not adequate when solution speed and efficiency was necessary and proposed using simplified models such as modified three-degree-of-freedom equation sets. While saving on computational cost, these methods based on simplified models sacrificed the final accuracy of the solution. For table interpolation methods, the dimensionality of the problem is greatly expanded.
A new computational algorithm for rapidly generating a fire-control solution for the case where spatially varying atmospheric wind velocity information is known precisely is proposed, one that is much faster than current fire-control methods while still maintaining a high level of accuracy. The algorithm uses a modified version of projectile linear theory with the key difference that measured wind profiles are estimated as ramp functions rather than step functions, as was documented by McCoy [4] . This modified projectile linear-theory model provides a solution in closed form, allowing it to be both accurately and rapidly computed. With this solution for the projectile's state, the fire-control problem can be solved analytically using a single noniterative numerical algorithm. It can also provide a solution more accurately than those based on morerestrictive equation sets such as a three-degree-of-freedom model. The particular linear-theory model used in the development of this algorithm is restricted to flat-fire trajectories but can easily be extended to trajectories with higher launch angles by using the linear-theory modifications suggested by Hainz and Costello [5] . The new algorithm is simple and well suited for field portable computers that can provide a shooter a rapid aiming solution. To motivate the need for this algorithm, the effect of atmospheric winds on the trajectory of a shot in each spatial dimension is examined and characterized. The proposed algorithm is applied to a direct-fire projectile for four classes of atmospheric wind velocity profiles and is shown to work well for all scenarios examined. The effects of wind-measurement resolution are investigated, such as the location and number of wind measurements. Finally, a Monte Carlo simulation is performed to show that using a resolved wind-estimation profile results in higher accuracy than single-point or even average atmospheric wind estimation. In all of the studies and simulations of this algorithm, it is assumed that the measurements of the wind velocities and directions are perfect.
Fire-Control Problem
Solving the fire-control problem amounts to aiming a gun so that a projectile hits a desired target. If the launch point, impact point, projectile exterior ballistics, and atmospheric conditions along the line of fire are all known, then the necessary gun elevation and azimuth to hit the target can be calculated. A part of the required input information is the atmospheric wind velocity field. An accurate model of the spatially varying wind can be crucial in accurately finding the correct solution and hitting the target. Figure 1 outlines this principle. The far left panel of the figure shows the true wind profile along the projectile line of fire, while the three rows to the right show how the accuracy of the shot can be affected based on how the estimate of the wind profile is obtained. In the first row, the wind is not considered at all, and so the zeroed scope is pointed directly at the target, but because there is in fact atmospheric wind, the launch results in a target miss. The second row shows what happens when the wind along the range is estimated by only considering the wind at the launch point, but again because true wind varies along the range and the wind is assumed constant, the result is a miss. Finally, the third row shows that measuring the atmospheric wind at multiple, discrete locations leads to an estimated wind profile that closely approximates the true profile. This more-accurate estimation leads to increased likelihood that a shot will hit the intended target.
A typical scenario for its use is as follows. First, the shot conditions such as the shooter location, target location, mass and aerodynamic properties of the projectile, and the initial projectile launch velocities are noted. Next, an atmospheric wind-measurement system is used to estimate the atmospheric wind profile between the shooter and the target. With this information known, the algorithm will use modified projectile linear theory to compute the necessary fire azimuth and elevation for successful target impact. KAVIRATNA, COSTELLO, AND SLEGERS Costello [7] for examples. The resulting 12 ordinary differential equations are highly nonlinear and do not lend themselves to a closed-form solution. These equations are typically solved numerically to generate a trajectory from known initial conditions.
Projectile Dynamic Model
Impact Error Due to Neglecting Spatially Varying Winds
The Army sniper training field manual [1] suggests a "clock system" for determining the effect of winds on a bullet's path. If the wind is coming from a headwind or tailwind direction, it is considered to have "no value" or very little effect on the projectile trajectory. When the wind is only coming from a crosswind direction it is considered to be at "full value" and has the greatest effect on the path of the projectile. The manual does not mention adjusting for the winds in the vertical direction. McCoy [8] also analytically investigated this phenomenon previously. An investigation was performed to both observe the effect that wind can have on the final impact point of a projectile and to quantitatively check the validity of the sniper training manual's recommendations. Toward this goal, a typical direct fire was simulated out to a range of 2000 m while varying the atmospheric winds from −10 to 10 m∕s in each direction independently and calculating the radial error relative to the zero-wind impact point. Figure 4 shows the projectile impact drift due to winds varying in the x, y, and z directions. Based on these figures, it is noted that the effect of headwinds and tailwinds is three orders of magnitude less than the effects of crosswinds and vertical winds, supporting the idea that winds in the down range direction have no value and crosswinds have full value when considering adjustments for wind. However, it should also be noted that the vertical wind, in addition to the crosswind, has a significant influence on the impact point of a projectile. With this in mind, the proposed fire-control algorithm takes spatially varying winds in all three directions into account so that the resulting fire-control solutions will be more accurate.
Projectile Linear Theory for Spatially Varying Winds
Simplifications to the nonlinear rigid-body projectile flight dynamic equations have been identified over time, which yield an accurate, analytically solvable set of quasi-linear differential equations. The resulting equations are called projectile linear theory. McCoy [4] shows the development of projectile linear theory. Projectile linear theory provides more accurate trajectory predictions relative to other simplified models such as modified point mass and three-degree-of-freedom models as shown by Hainz and Costello [5] . To develop the projectile linear-theory equations, the following set of simplifications are employed. The station line velocityũ, roll ratep, and roll angle ϕ are large in relation to the side velocitiesṽ andw, yaw angle ψ, pitch and yaw ratesq andr, and wind velocity componentsũ w ,ṽ w , andw w . Products of small quantities and derivatives of small quantities are treated as negligible. The yaw angle ψ and aerodynamic angles of attack are assumed small in regard to trigonometric relations. The projectile is also assumed to be geometrically and aerodynamically symmetric about its axis. Projectile linear theory also introduces a change of variables in which the station line velocityũ is replaced by the projectile total velocity V. Another change of variables is employed to convert the independent variable time t to dimensionless arc length s, a dimensionless "time" measure that expresses the projectile's downrange travel in units of calibers. For equations in the arc-length domain, prime terms are used to denote arc-length derivatives, and dotted terms denote time derivatives. Applying these assumptions and transformations to the basic equations of motion yields the set shown in Eqs.
(1-12):
Although not strictly linear, these equations are in a form that makes an approximate analytical closed-form solution possible. This closed-form solution is obtained by holding the velocity and roll rate constant in all equations except for the equations for velocity and roll rate [Eqs. (7) and (10)]. This constant velocity and roll rate, along with and the atmospheric winds, are used to calculate all of the aerodynamic coefficients and solve the remaining equations. However, as the solution propagates downrange and velocity and roll rate change significantly, the closed-form solutions are updated with newly calculated velocity and roll rate values in desired arc-length intervals. Previously, modified projectile linear theory presented by Hainz and Costello [5] and McCoy [4] treated the winds in each arc-length update segment as constants and only in the horizontal plane. For the fire-control algorithm reported here, projectile linear theory was modified such that atmospheric winds are treated as varying linearly between each arc-length update segments. Winds in the vertical direction are also included to account for all three spatial dimensions. To accommodate this extension, the projectile linear-theory equations are modified. In particular, atmospheric excitation terms appear as a ramp inputs to the system in lieu of the step function representation seen previously. This representation of the atmospheric winds for each direction is shown next over the ith arc-length band in Eqs. (13-17). Equations (16) In the previous equations, m x , m y , and m z represent the slopes between the winds in the x, y, and z directions at each range gate, while l x , l y and l z represent the wind in the x, y, and z directions at the start of each arc-length segment. Note that s is the arc-length value. Atmospheric wind values are obtained at discrete range locations using a wind-measurement system. For the purposes of this paper, these measurements are assumed to be perfect to highlight the algorithm. With these modifications for ramp winds, Eqs.
(1-12) can be integrated in terms of dimensionless arc length as follows. Equations (8), (9), (11), and (12) form a coupled system of four linear differential equations that are solved, resulting in the epicyclic solution. The epicyclic solution is then integrated through Eqs. (5) and (6) to yield the orientation solution for the θ and ψ Euler angle solutions, which are then integrated again through Eqs. (2) and (3), yielding the y and z trajectory swerve solution. Equations (1), (7), and (10) Let the initial condition arc length be denoted as s i and another arc length be s i1 , then the previous solution can be written as 
In shorthand,
This equation can be applied recursively to construct a trajectory. Consider the solution at s i3 :
In general,
It should be noted that the vector Γ i contains forcing function terms in the ith arc-length band such as atmospheric winds.
Fire-Control Solution
The fire-control problem is a two-point boundary-value problem with the following known and unknown states. The initial fire location coordinates x i , y i , z i are known values as are the initial muzzle velocity V i and spin rate p i . With no loss in generality, the initial roll angle ϕ is assumed to be zero. The initial epicyclic statesṽ i ,w i ,q i , andr i are also assumed to be zero, although if values for these states are known at launch, they can be easily implemented into the algorithm development. The last remaining initial states are the gun-pointing angles θ i and ψ i , which are ultimately what is to be calculated. The only final states known are the desired impact-point coordinates x F , y F , z F .
The projectile linear-theory equations are such that the velocity, roll rate, range, and roll angle equations V, x, p, and ϕ are uncoupled from the remaining states. Because the initial conditions are known for all four of these uncoupled states, each can be computed across the entire trajectory independent of the remaining states.
For ease of bookkeeping, the eight states remaining are placed into three groups as shown in Eq. (34): 
This reduces the problem to a system of algebraic equations. Because the only states of interest to the fire-control solution are the initial Euler angles θ i ; ψ i , only one row of this block system needs to be solved. The first row of Eq. (35) can be expanded and solved for the initial orientation state. This is shown in Eq. (36), the solution to which gives the closed-form fire-control solution. The other two rows of the system shown in Eq. (35) can then be solved to find the final orientation and epicyclic states, but because this does not help with the fire-control problem, these computations need not be performed:
Practical implementation of the fire-control algorithm begins by noting the initial projectile position (
, initial velocity V i , initial roll rate p i , air density, speed of sound, projectile mass properties, projectile aerodynamic coefficient tables, arc-length update interval, and measured atmospheric wind data. With all of the input data available, the main loop through the arc-length update intervals begins to construct the entries in Eq. (33). The algorithm first calculates the velocity and roll rate at the current arc-length interval along with the corresponding aerodynamic coefficients. Then, through interpolation of the spatial atmospheric winds data, the ramp function for wind over the arc-length interval is generated. The state-transition matrix and forcing vector are then computed. See Ollerenshaw and Costello [9] for more details on an efficient method to compute these matrices. After these state-transition matrices have been computed, they are combined with the matrices from the previous arc-length update intervals. With the values for Eqs. (35) and (36) now available, the fire-control solution is computed and output.
Results
To exercise the algorithm detailed previously, it is applied to an example finned projectile in a direct-fire mission operating in a spatially varying atmospheric wind field. To generate results and validate the accuracy of the fire-control solution, simulated trajectory data are generated with an industry standard, rigid-body, six-degree-of-freedom model that is fully nonlinear called BOOM [10] . The example projectile used was a standard fin-stabilized projectile with a weight of 50 N and a reference diameter of 0.027 m. The mass center is located on the axis of rotation and is 0.42 m from the base of the round. The inertia matrix is diagonal with elements of 0.0003236, 0.24, and 0.24 kg · m 2 . Aerodynamic data for the projectile can be found in Table 1 . For all cases considered, the projectile is fired with a velocity of 850 m∕s and a spin rate of 8.7 rad∕s. All measured winds considered are assumed to be precisely known. An example projectile is simulated to a range of 2 km from the shooter. The launch position, muzzle velocity, launch roll rate, intended impact point, projectile data, and sampled atmospheric wind data are used as input data by the fire-control algorithm. The proposed fire-control algorithm then computes the required gun azimuth and elevation. This azimuth and elevation is subsequently used as input to the fully nonlinear projectile flight simulation tool BOOM to calculate the trajectory of the projectile to the target along with the impact point. Because the intended impact point is prescribed, the actual impact point error can be computed. For all of the results to follow, this sequence of operations has been used to generate examples to explore the performance of the proposed algorithm.
To examine the speed and accuracy of the proposed algorithm, the algorithm was employed for four different types of wind fields with the goal, as stated, to strike a target in the y-z plane located 2000 m downrange. Figure 5 presents the first wind field type examined. It is simply constant valued atmospheric winds over the range of the shot with a small amount of noise superimposed on the constant value (standard deviation of 0.2 m at 16 points down range). Figure 6 shows the second type, which is a wind field that changes linearly over the range of the shot also containing a small amount of random noise. Figure 7 shows the third type of wind function tested. This wind is a nonlinearly varying wind that always points in the positive sense of each spatial direction as defined by the inertial reference axis used in the development of the previous projectile models. Figure 8 shows the last type of wind function used where the wind varies nonlinearly once again, but with the wind switching directions at some points along the range. After the proposed algorithm was used to compute an initial fire-angle solution, this solution is implemented into the rigidbody projectile simulation tool to test the fire-control solution accuracy. For all four atmospheric wind conditions, the terminal radial error was found to be less than 15 mm, validating this fire-control solution approach. It should be noted that, when time was nondimensionalized by the duration of the fire-control solution calculation, simulating a projectile trajectory took about 10 to 20 times longer to compute. Because the simulation of the projectile trajectory uses numerical methods similar to current fire-control methods based on iterative routines, the new proposed method provides a large increase in solution speed and computing efficiency. A summary of wind field statistics, computation times and impact errors based on the fire-control solution for each of the four types of wind fields examined is shown in Table 2 . To illustrate the accuracy improvements possible with the proposed fire-control algorithm, a Monte Carlo simulation was used to generate impact-point error statistics for four difference wind-estimation scenarios. The first scenario considers a situation where all atmospheric wind conditions are measured along the trajectory and used in the subsequent fire-control solution (proposed algorithm). The second scenario considers a situation where atmospheric winds are measured near the gun muzzle and ignores the additional wind changes down range. It is assumed that the atmospheric winds are constant and equal to those measured at the muzzle. The third scenario is the same as the second scenario except the atmospheric wind measurement is made near the target. The fourth scenario measures an average of each directional component of the atmospheric wind field along the trajectory. Each Monte Carlo simulation uses 200 samples. These calculations are generated for two different wind fields. The first wind field is similar to a constant wind field (Figs. 5 and 6), while the second wind field resembles a nonlinear wind field (Figs. 7 and 8 ). The impact errors for each sample within the Monte Carlo simulation were counted and plotted as histograms for each windestimation scenario along with the average impact error for the 200 samples. Figure 9 shows this plot for the linear winds simulation, and Fig. 10 shows this plot for the nonlinear winds simulation. It can be seen that there is improved accuracy using the new fire-control method when the wind profile is mostly constant and linear winds, but the proposed algorithm truly excels in accuracy in cases where the measured wind is nonlinearly varying. In these atmospheric conditions, the algorithm provides significantly more-accurate and precise results than other methods described previously. The statistics for the wind used in this summary are very similar to those given in Table 2 for the corresponding wind profile.
The previous studies assumed that the atmospheric wind field is known continuously along the trajectory. This is not the case in a practical situation because the wind-detection systems are only capable of measuring the wind speeds at discrete points in space that are referred to as range gates. An important aspect relative to practical implementation is the number of discrete atmospheric wind measurements needed to achieve a particular fire-control solution accuracy. To investigate this issue, the four wind fields employed previously (Figs. 5-8 ) were sampled at different numbers of points along the trajectory where the measurement at each location is assumed to be perfect. For the purpose of the fire-control solution, the measured atmospheric wind values are interpolated as needed. An example of a varying number of sampled wind measurements versus the true wind field is shown in Fig. 11 . Figure 12 presents statistical results showing the average impact-point error as a function of the number of equally spaced atmospheric wind measurements. The four previous different wind profiles are all considered (Figs. 5-8 ). The average impact error is based on a sample size of 25. Figure 12 shows that, for all types of wind considered, the impact error decreases exponentially as the number of range gates considered increases. For the first two wind types, the constant and linearly varying winds, the impact error started high and decreased to a very small number with only 2-4 range gates, but increasing the number of gates beyond this number for wind fields of this type provides very little benefit compared to only using 2-4 measure locations. However, the second two wind types, both varying nonlinearly, showed that the decrease in error as the range gate number increased was much slower than for the first two wind forms. The error once again was seen to hit a point of diminishing returns after about 12 range gates for these winds. Thus, in ranges where the wind is seen to change nonlinearly down range, more range gate measurements are needed to computing an accurate solution than for steadier, more linearly behaving atmospheric winds. A statistical summary of the wind fields used in this study is given in Table 2 .
A second important aspect relative to practical implementation is the distance from the target where atmospheric wind measurements can be obtained. This practical consideration stems from the fact that a wind velocity system that is gun mounted will have a certain maximum measurement range. A schematic of this scenario is shown in Fig. 13 . Toward this end, Fig. 14 considers fire-control solution impact-point accuracy as a function of the maximum range of the atmospheric wind velocity measurement system. For the purpose of the fire-control solution, the atmospheric wind velocity beyond the measurement range is assumed to be equal to 0 or to the average of all measurements of a particular component. Figure 14 was generated with the same process as Fig. 12 but using only the positive-only nonlinearly varying. The results show a slow exponential decrease in impact error until the range of measurement is almost to the target range. It is also apparent that assuming the unmeasured winds downrange to be the average of the previous is much more accurate than assuming it to be zero, indicating that, if full-range measurement is not possible, the wind must be measured as far as possible toward the target, and the rest must be estimated to be the average of the measured wind for maximum accuracy.
Conclusions
A new fire-control algorithm was created that incorporates spatially varying winds into the fire-control solution. The new algorithm is based on an extended form of projectile linear theory, which enables a closed-form solution for the fire-control solution to be generated rapidly. To motivate the use of the algorithm, it is first shown that knowledge of cross winds and vertical winds are both important factors for the fire-control solution. The algorithm is shown to generate an accurate fire-control solution for varied atmospheric wind conditions, including cases with constant winds, linearly varying winds, and positive-only and positive-negative nonlinearly varying winds where all of the values are assumed to be perfectly accurate measurements of both direction and velocities of the wind. Each of these fire-control solutions is generated approximately 10-15 times faster than it takes to simulate the trajectory. Through the use of Monte Carlo simulation, it was shown that spatial atmospheric wind information allows significantly improved fire-control solutions, especially for nonlinearly varying wind fields. Ultimately, it was seen that the proposed algorithm indeed provided an accurate solution by considering more resolved atmospheric wind estimations and very rapidly by basing the algorithm on modified projectile linear theory. The algorithm should prove useful to weapon-system designers creating new fire-control solutions as more detailed atmospheric wind velocity information becomes available on new sensor systems.
Appendix Coefficients for Eqs. (18-29)
For a single arc-length step (subscript 0 denotes state at beginning of step); general aerodynamic coefficient definitions:
Velocity, roll rate, and gravity coefficient definitions:
Spatial wind coefficient definitions:
α − sinψl x cosψl y β − sinψm x cosψm y γ sinθ cosψl x sinθ sinψl y cosθl z δ sinθ cosψm x sinθ sinψm y cosθm z Epicyclic eigenvalue calculation:
Natural frequency and damping ratio computation:
No-roll frame body y velocity coefficients: 
No-roll frame body z velocity coefficients: 
